SILPASTA® MOTOCROSS-ENDURO
CHARACTERISTICS:
APPLICATION METHOD:
SILPASTA® MOTOCROSS-ENDURO is a silicone
paste for mounting of mousses, tublisses, tireballs
and and thick inner tubes used in hard enduro at low
pressures.
The paste provides:
- tire protection against damage and corrosion,
- reduction of friction between mousse (tireballs) and
the tire,
- reduction of rolling resistance and heating of the
mousse (tireballs).
SILPASTA® MOTOCROSS- ENDURO also prevents
the mousses / tublisses from sticking to the tire and
extends the durability of the mousse (tireballs), which
makes it easier to put on and remove the tire.

Spread the adequate amount of paste on the entire
circumference of the tire bead and on the edge of the
rim with a brush or sponge. Avoid excessive lubrication.
Use organic solvent based preparations to remove the
paste.
EFFICIENTY:
1 kg of paste is enough for several applications.
STORAGE:
The paste should be stored in its original, tightly closed
packaging at a temperature from -40 to +50 °C.
WARRANTY PERIOD:
12 months from production date.
Packaging:

TECHNICAL DATA:

No.

PARAMETERS

PE 1 kg
SILPASTA®
MOTOCROSSENDURO

1.

Density at 20°C , g/cm3

2.

Penetration, mm/10

1,02 ÷ 1,04

3.

Colour

White, slightly
opalescent

4.

Odour

odorless

5.

pH of water extract

4÷6

6.

Working temp., °C

from -40 to +200

From 180 to 240

The information contained in this document is given in good faith based
on our current knowledge. However, this shall not constitute a guarantee
for any specific product features. Each user bears the full responsibility for
making its own determination as to the suitability of product for its own
particular purpose. Because actual use of product by the user is beyond
our control, such use is within the exclusive responsibility of the user, and
we cannot be held responsible for any loss incurred trough incorrect or
faulty use of the product. For more detailed information please contact us
in writing or by phone.
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